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SIMON BLAKE’S STILL, STARRING AIDAN GILLEN, WILL BE RELEASED ON DVD
BY OMNIBUS ENTERTAINMENT ON JUNE 30TH
“Phenomenal directing...gripping performances…
Gillen is a ticking time bomb on the verge of exploding.” –We Got This Covered
“Utterly absorbing…totally engaging.” –Close-Up Film
June 11, 2015 (New York, NY) – Omnibus Entertainment, the specialty imprint of New York-based film distribution
company Film Movement (www.filmmovement.com), proudly announces today that writer-director Simon Blake’s
award-winning British independent thriller STILL will be released June 30, 2015 on DVD.
Aidan Gillen (“Game of Thrones” and “The Wire”) stars in this gritty and atmospheric thriller about the traumatic
disintegration of a man and father. A haunting, deeply moving story about a journey every parent hopes they will
never have to make, STILL follows Tom Carver, a man stumbling blindly towards a crossroads in his life and recently
thrown out of focus following the unexpected, tragic death of his teenage son in a car crash. After a seemingly
harmless encounter with a neighborhood kid, he finds himself involved in a feud with a teenage gang that quickly
intensifies to more disturbing and horrifying heights. With Tom's personal life unraveling before his eyes, and the
threat of gang violence escalating out of control, the world he is so desperately trying to rebuild may collapse all
together.
An official selection at the Chicago and Palm Beach International Film Festivals and winner of the Best

International First Feature at the Galway Film Festival, Blake’s debut also stars Jonathan Slinger, Elodie Yung,
Amanda Mealing and Rapper Sonny Green.
Available to own on DVD at FilmMovement.com and other retailers, the bonus features include:
 Interviews with star Aidan Gillen and director Simon Blake
 Deleted scenes
Praise for STILL includes:
“When a character actor as intense as Gillen gets the chance to play the lead it is something to behold.” – Sound
on Sight
“The film, set in north London, is stylishly shot and Gillen plays the troubled lead with a mercurial mix of
swagger, self-loathing and self-pity. – The Independent (UK)
“Starring the currently unmissable Aidan Gillen, Still is a movie about snapshots of images and memories, and
how they can equally delight or torment us….Blake expertly mixes psycho drama with social realism, quietly
commenting on current worries over, and worries for, our young people….This is good stuff on his feature debut
from Blake and as ever from Gillen.” – The Irish Times
###

STILL (2014, 103 mins) Written and directed by Simon Blake. Starring Aidan Gillen, Jonathan Slinger, Elodie Yung,
Amanda Mealing, Sonny Green. United Kingdom. English. An Omnibus Entertainment Release. Trailer, stills and
synopsis available here.
To request a DVD of STILL for review please contact: DVDpress@filmmovement.com
About Film Movement:
Launched in 2002, Film Movement is a full-service North American distributor of award-winning independent and
foreign films based in New York City. Film Movement has released more than 250 feature films and shorts from
50 countries on six continents, including top prize winners from Sundance, Cannes, Venice, Toronto, Berlin,
Tribeca and other prestigious festivals. Film Movement releases its films through numerous distribution channels,
including thousands of art-house cinemas, universities and libraries; home video; television outlets; Cable Video
on Demand (including its very own branded cable VOD platform—Film Festival on Demand—available in over 40
million US homes); In-flight Entertainment and broadband outlets. In addition to the Omnibus and Film Movement
Classics banners, Film Movement recently launched RAM Releasing, a genre label to distribute thriller, suspense
and noir films across all platforms. For more information, please visit www.filmmovement.com.

